[Experience of a peripheral center in the surgical treatment of hepatic metastasis from colorectal cancer].
Surgical resection is still the first therapeutic option in patients with resectable colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. Application of radiofrequency energy has been used in patients who did not meet the criteria for resectability and yet were candidates for a liver-directed procedure based upon the presence of liver-only disease. Hepatic resection has evolved in the last two or three decades from a procedure with associated mortality rate of up to 20% in the early 80s to usually less than 5% in patients undergoing liver resection thereafter. This improvement in morbidity and mortality is multifactorial; despite the increased safety of liver operations, hepatic resection still remains a complex surgical procedure with serious potential morbidity. The experience with liver resections and/or radiofrequency ablations, for colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver, performed at a medium-volume center (15 cases in 4 years) is presented. Some features of the metastatic disease, including the number, size and location of metastases are identified. The perioperative mortality is 0, morbidity for non surgical complications is 40%. In this series the reported overall 1-yr survival is 80%, 2-yr is 67%. This paper reviews the experienced factors that have defined the morbidity and mortality associated with liver surgery.